Overview
Impact has become one of the key evaluation criteria in European research proposals. However, researchers often find it difficult to understand the concept of ‘Impact’ and how it applies to their proposal. The aim of this course is to overcome this difficulty, and offer researchers and research support staff guidelines on how to identify and present the impact of their Horizon 2020 project proposals.

Registration fee
€80 - For active researchers or project managers at any of the universities affiliated with RUVID or any CSIC research centre in the Valencia Region.
€150 - Others (except EU Consultants and trainers from private companies).

Places available
There are 30 places available on this course.

Contents
Module 1: Background to Impact in H2020.

Module 2: Impact in Pillar I (Excellent Science).


Module 4: Step by Step Guide to Writing Impact.
Defining the Challenge or Opportunity. Identifying who will use the results. Defining Indicators to measure the Impact.

Module 5: Impact in Social Sciences and Humanities (Pillar II and III).


Module 7: Proposal Clinic - the One Page Proposal.
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